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being just an idea to the finished copy in
people’s hands, with all contributions going
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Concessions/Scholarships
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• brimming with story ideas, but unsure of your writing 'talent'?

• stuck in a 'dry' creative phase and need constructive guidance on
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• yearn to answer the call of your inner voice, but looking for a

supportive space to begin your journey?

• prepared to travel into the unknown to meet your creative self, but

looking for a supportive space to begin your journey?

For further details, please contact:

carmel@insightstories.ie 087-979356
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Submissions
Our next issue will be launched in Autumn/Winter 2015.
Closing date for submissions, 1 October 2015.
Please send up to four poems, along with a short biographical note
(max 60 words) , to skylightpoets47@gmail.com. Work should be
unpublished.
Poems to be no longer than 40 lines.
Poems to be sent both as an attachment (.doc, .docx, .txt or .rtf) and
in the body ofthe email.

The editors are also looking for original artwork.

Contributors will receive one copy ofthe magazine.
Submission details can be found at skylight47poetry.wordpress.com

Subscriptions
Single issue €4.50 plus postage.
2 issues €7.99 plus postage.

Special price for writers groups:
10 copies €37.99 plus postage, 5 copies €19.99 plus postage.

Order online at skylight47poetry.wordpress.com or
overtheedgeliteraryevents.blogspot.com.

Editors: Nicki Griffin, Bernie Crawford, Marie Cadden & Ruth Quinlan

Photographs: Nicki Griffin & Ruth Quinlan

Design and layout: Nicki Griffin

Printed by Newspaper Club, Glasgow

Contributors views do not necessarily reflect the views ofthe editors.

Supported by Galway County Council

Editorial

Phew! Another issue ofSkylight 47 is ready for circulation. This is Issue 5 and
the editorial team is well satisfied that the publication has now an

established position in poetry in Ireland. Last November we had a very successful
Dublin launch of Issue 4 at Pearse Street Library. Poet Alan Jude Moore did the
honours for us and the winners of the 2014 Over the Edge New Writer of the
Year Competition, Ruth Quinlan (one of our very own editors) and Rachael
Hegarty, read their winning pieces. This event was MC’d by Susan Lindsay, her
last task before she resigned from the editorial team. Susan was one of the
founding members of Skylight 47 and we would like to acknowledge and thank
her for her valuable contribution in making Skylight 47 ‘one of the most
interesting poetry magazines in Ireland’.

It was heartening to see the huge interest and response of the Irish public to
RTÉ’s A Poem For Ireland which began last September with people nominating
their best-loved Irish poems of the last 100 years. When the nominated poems
were whittled down to just ten in January the conversation started in earnest.
Like the re-launch of the Soundings poetry anthology five years ago this latest
poetry project got people talking about and reading poetry – a wonderful
counterpoint to the discontent and austerity ofpresent times in Ireland.

It was right and proper to see Irish language poems included in the top ten
poems. In this issue we are delighted to present an interview with one ofour top
Irish language poets, Louis De Paor. De Paor wants his poems to speak as clearly
as possible in their second language and this involves the complex process of
translation. Lorna Shaughnessy, who has published translations of Mexican and
Spanish poetry, addresses some of these complexities in her thought-provoking
piece ‘Playing in the Sand Pit: Translation and Risk’.

Enjoy Issue 5.

The Editors.
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Amanda Bell, freelance editor, is a doctoral candidate in UCD, working on an ecocritical study of contemporary poetry. A member of the Hibernian Writing Group, her poetry has appeared in Stinging Fly, Ofi Press
Literary Magazine, Crannóg, The Clearing online literary journal, BurningBush 2, was shortlisted for Strokestown International Poetry Competition and Cúirt New Writing Prize 2014.
Aoife Reilly is originally from Laois but has been in County Galway since 2012. She works as a psychotherapist and teacher and has been attending Kevin Higgins’ workshops at the Galway Arts Centre since October 2013.
She has read her work at the open mic part ofthe Over The Edge series at Galway City Library.
Kate Dempsey’s poetry and fiction is widely published in Ireland and the UK. Her dinky book ofpoetry, Some Poems, was published by Moth Editions in 2011 and her first full collection is forthcoming with Doire Press.
She reads with the Poetry Divas Collective who love to blur the wobbly boundaries between page and stage.
James O’Toole’s poems have been published in Poetry Ireland Review and also in literary magazines in the US. A participant in the advanced poetry workshop at Galway Arts Centre, his work features in the group’s
publication Behind theMasks. He was published in three editions of Skylight 47. He was highly commended in the 2010 Over the Edge New Writer ofthe Year competition.

Amanda Bell

Winter Citrus

I keep a brazier in every room
to warm me through the winter.
Citrus: glowing in baskets, bowls,
on plates, in shades offlame.

Marmalade oranges with foamy rind,
the raw-silk ofSanguinello
shot through with crimson,
the dull sheen ofclementines,
point-nosed Sicilian lemons,
southern hues imbued with sun.

Blended with northern stores
– ofalmonds, sugar, flour –
to cakes, and curds and marmalades,
they ward offbreakdown, frozen
on the year’s hard shoulder.

Aoife Reilly

I want

that smile
not the jaw clenching ‘grand’
give me the real you
with a freezing Atlantic dive ofpleasure

I’m not looking for the golden ticket to heaven
I want the cake, chocolate heavy
I want the sugar to stick to my lips
to drag me into my sense and like swans we’ll fly
the hell out ofhere to the free place
beyond ‘thanks’ and ‘good’.

Give me fresh south westerlies
five knots rising slowly
from my head to Malin head
from the base ofmy spine
up to the edge
to the circus tigress, cageless
to the elephants bigger than the room

I want the dirt under my nails
to slide through slippery brown puddles
and mossy tumbling limestone
tripping me up til I remember myself
I want the tightrope joy ofa fall between docks and nettles

Give me that imperfect circle
the kink you can’t straighten out.

Kate Dempsey

Lying in OurMorning Bed

Hip bone by hip bone, I describe for you
the just-born gazelle or whatever it was,
more legs than body
more hoofthan brain, for certain sure,
suckling from a leopardess.

What acquaintance had this lone fawn
with the dangers ofthis world
save the blood ofits own birth –
that slither to the earth?
Why not get it over with straight off?
Life can be too full ofloss.

You shift beside me.
No it was fine, nothing happened.
I spread my arms, my neck exposed.
Don’t get up.

James O’Toole

Humdrum

I stay in bed
so cranks can’t find me
she visits
to garner vital fluids
for the future us
and she tells me ofhow
she found herselfin my arms
and she tells me stories
ofhow all is out ofkilter
how Mozart
is reviled
how murmurations ofstarlings
augured the stark sky
and ofhow everything
is the same ol same ol
and how absinthe makes
the pain go awry

and how outside
is slowly unfurling.
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Mark Cassidy is from Birmingham via the Isle ofWight. He teaches Radiography in Portsmouth, where he lives with two rabbits, seven trees and his family. His poems have appeared in Green Ink, Northwards Now, Poetry
SalzburgReview, PushingOutThe Boat, Ariadne’s Thread and Skylight 47.
Susanne Wawra is a German visual artist and poet based in Dublin. After working for a multinational business, she decided to swap a secure career for life as an artist. Even though English is not her mother tongue, it is her
preferred medium for poetry. Recent publications includeWeyfarers, Valve Journal, The Galway Review, Boyne Berries andThe GladRag.
John Coss, originally from Co. Laois, lives in Connemara. He is a technical writer by trade.

Mark Cassidy

Skimmer

Much is in the choosing:
how shape fits to the curve
ofthumb and index finger,
the weight in your palm.

And smoother the better,
stone and water both,
to amplify the bounces
as spin and tension clash.

When flicked release is flat
as leaning knees allow,
then ripples splash the surface,
dance in liquid rings.

Over tumbled lifetimes,
by billion fold collision
tide-worn, a pebble
waits for you to throw it.

John Coss

The Rake Sanctified
after James Fenton

I took my life and threw it on a skip,
tired ofits dilettante posture,
sick ofthe life less lived,
true existence merely sampled.

I watched from a perch on Lynch’s castle,
unwilling to part forever from the thing,
when a little old lady
stopped and peered intently
at this unexpected gift.

She removed my life from the messy pile,
watching for neighbourly surveillance.
She stowed it in her bag-for-life,
took it home and displayed it proudly
to her canary.

She fed it up, the scrawny thing,
with corned-beefsandwiches and cups oftea,
with Kimberly biscuits and Fig Rolls,
fruit cocktail and unwhipped cream.

She gave it a good scrub, God bless her,
and straightened out the kinks,
then nailed it to her parlour wall
between the Sacred Heart and Virgin Mary.

On her knees before us then,
she recited decades ofthe Rosary;
My life had found its place at last,
eye to eye with a caged canary.

Chaos Theory by Susanne Wawra
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Edward O'Dwyer (b. 1984) has been shortlisted for many prizes, including a Hennessy Award and the Desmond O'Grady Prize, and has been nominated for Pushcart and Forward Prizes. His work featured in The Forward
Book ofPoetry 2015, having been Highly Commended by the Forward Prizes judges. His debut collection is The Rain on Cruise's Street (Salmon Poetry, 2014) .
Alan McMonagle lives in Galway. His poems have appeared in The SHOp, The Moth, The Stony Thursday Book, Orbit, Freefall, The Cúirt Annual, Skylight47 and Crannóg among others. He has published two collections
ofstories, Liar Liar, (Wordsonthestreet, 2009) and Psychotic Episodes (Arlen House, 2013) . Last year, his radio play, OscarNight, was produced and broadcast as part ofRTÉ's Drama on One season.

Edward O’Dwyer

Cat Days

Cats swagger around the neighbourhood now,
sit on walls licking themselves
and looking out smugly over the day that is theirs.

Imagine the ghosts ofour dogs
that ruled here once, no choice but to suffer it,

the evening skies full up
with only the absence oftheir barks.
Cars given no chase.
A beautiful tree that hasn’t been peed against.

The postman coming smiling to the door
with his handful ofletters
saying ‘Nice kitty’.

The awful purring
that must be ringing in their ears,
refusing to let them lie.

Zinger. I love the word. The informal tang of it.
The meaning of it. The back cover provides

two interpretations and I keep saying the word
bearing both in mind. Here are some more words
Moore likes to use: Rise. Window. Distance.
Escalator. Umbrellas. And here’s an entire line: ‘we
are the secret notes in background music’. Of course
poetry is all about the line, and rhythm and sound,
and with this, his fourth collection, Alan Jude Moore
serves up a veritable banquet.

This is a batch of poems on the move. Moore’s
writing does not remain on home, sure-footed
ground; his language does not take place in the bog,
or on the land. No. He has a much wider canvas
upon which to draw. He takes us to parts of Europe,
across Russia and, interestingly, pit-stops in America.
I do not get the feeling, however, that he is doing this
solely for want of richer territory or for a more
colourful palette. Indeed, offerings such as the
ambitiously expansive ‘Pennsylvania Truckstop’, the
lengthy, multi-part ‘Perexhod’ and the incisively
surreal ‘Do Not Stand Alone Near the Steps of
Metro Stations’ not only serve to highlight Moore’s
poetic concern (a world bumbling from crisis to
crisis) and observational sensibility (evocative,
symbolic, urgent, resilient) , but more potently,
perhaps, provide ideal departure points for the far-
reaching linguistics that provides much of the
collection’s pleasure.

Laden with shrewd, arresting images – ‘washer
women dip their fingers in the moon’ (‘One Evening

at the Well’) , ‘trains move along the skyline’ (‘In the
Small Red Hut a Newspaper Seller’) , ‘do not jump
from the window ofthat little skyscraper; / they have
laid the ground with pillows / and blood
transfusions’ (‘Do Not Stand Alone ...’) – along with
its formal abandonment and typographic
playfulness, this is a collection with a set of arms and
legs that reaches high, far and wide, coercing the
reader into seldom-visited places of the mind and
imagination. I was simultaneously intrigued,
captivated, and curious. Who is Che Burashka?
What is Detsky Mir? Where exactly is Butovo and
how many died there? And has a poet anywhere at
any time used the term ‘coughing up limbs’?

There is also an urban vibe to these poems: a
rugged, industrial sensibility, that acknowledges the
poison in the fumes but clings to the possibility that
‘somewhere there is your love / lying in wait like an
escalator’ (‘The Futurist’) . Repeating lines become
searing paeans for the innocent dead (‘Krasnodar’) ,
absurdist instruction from a thought-police society
(‘Do Not Stand Alone Near the Steps of Metro
Stations’) and emotive rally-call (‘The Power Station
Looms Over the Bay’) . At various points it is a
collection both challenging and accessible, rousing
and yearning, with the poet always on-hand to
proffer a timely zinger: ‘we hear the fingerprints of
millions dancing back to death across black
Ukrainian fields’; or smuggle in a heartfelt question
in an almost chummy, off-stage fashion: ‘listen, how
long can you go on?’ (‘Perexhod’) . At times the

poems can and do feel strange, somewhat elusive
even, as we are hauled across remote landscapes and
bygone historical events. So comfortable, however, is
the poet within his chosen hinterlands that it is
language and its usage – surreal, hallucinatory,
mantra-like – that rises up and lingers like a ghostly
fog. It is a collection that will reward multiple
readings.

Many are emblematic poems, at times reminiscent
of the surrealist poet Guillaume Apollinaire, the
French symbolists that preceded him and the
Russians they influenced; poems favouring dreams,
visions and soaring imaginative leaps over more
grounded representation. These are poems more
concerned with generating mood than providing
meaning. I can well imagine the effect of some of
them offthe page – at times they reach a pitch that is
incantatory. I also liked that locales recur from poem
to poem: the Singer Café, for example, in the playful
‘Che Burashka’ that crops up more poignantly in the
titular poem, ‘Zinger’. This is a welcome feature in
poems that inhabit such off-the-beaten-track zones,
the one throws light on the other, further lifting the
entire canvas.

This is a collection that breathes new life, refreshes
what and how a poem can be, and has certainly
nudged this reviewer towards earlier work. If this is a
poet you are encountering for the first time I urge
you to do likewise.

 

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Come Fly With Me
A Review of Zinger by Alan Jude Moore

Alan McMonagle
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Bob Zahniser lives on a small farm in the foothills ofthe Oregon Coastal Range. He’s been writing poetry and short stories most ofhis life. Sometimes they get published.
Stephen Byrne has been published in Ireland, UK, US, Canada, Australia, India and New Zealand and recently in The Poetry Bus and Boyne Berries. He was shortlisted for The Redline Book Festival Poetry Competition
2014 as well as shortlisted 2011 and longlisted 2014 for Over the Edge Poetry competition.
Kate Ennals currently facilitates both poetry and writing workshops in Cavan and runs AT The Edge, Cavan. She has been published in Crannóg, Skylight 47, Burning Bush 2, Ropes, Boyne Berries. She was shortlisted in the
Doolin Short Story competition, Claremorris Drama Fringe Festival and the Battle ofthe Books Festival in Trim.

Bob Zahniser

Maybe IfI Whistle a Birdsong

The dog is doing that dog thing
where they scratch lines in the ground
to point to what they just dropped
or maybe to let some ancestral pack
know where they’re going.

Insects in the tall grass
are making that high-pitched chirping
entomologists say
can be used to tell the temperature –
as ifbugs were weathermen
with nothing better to do
than tell other bugs what they already know.

There are all these ways living things communicate
but even though I scratched lines in the rug
outside the bathroom
and left thermometers
all over the house
you and I
haven’t spoken in days.

Stephen Byrne

I Have To Let You Go
‘Even bad coffee is better than no coffee at all.’ David Lynch

You turn my stomach,
turn it with the sharp edge ofa blade
until my hands turn to claws
and my eyes clench and weep.
You insist on wrapping heartburn
in the thin shell ofa paper cup
so I can fall by the edge ofyou
and beg for the pain to ease.
But I still love you, still love
the mornings we stand together
by the window watching the tide
rise and fall and the boats out in the bay.
And each afternoon, I clasp you
in my hand, kiss you, your taste,
as ifthe petals ofroses grow
tiny pairs oflittle feet
and skip along my tongue.
Yet, I must let you go,
let you leave our apartment
to take with you your heart ofacid,
your endless gifts ofanxiety,
and the memories ofyour perfume
or your countless roasted beans
will be but a memory,
and I shall turn into another’s arms
to tea, possibly green maybe berry or lemon.

Kate Ennals

EspeciallyWhen CleaningOut My Fridge

I see how my plans came to nothing:
blue and white mould
grows on yellow cheddar,
hardened, creviced, cracked.

Limp green leeks wrapped in plastic
drip a pool ofbrown liquid
in the Perspex salad box
where three orange carrots
lie bent and shrivelled,
alongside halfa red pepper
itselfshrunken and wrinkled.

No cosy breakfasts oftoast and jam
ever came to pass
despite the shelffull ofblackcurrant jars
which, untwisted now,
reveal medicinal green fur.

No succulent curry dishes were ever made
with gleaming Patak pastes;
vindaloo, korma, balti,
all from a factory
in Kiribati Way, Leigh, Lancashire.
The bright yellow bottle ofpiccalilli was never spread
on delicious lunches ofcrusty white bread.

Opened, tinned anchovies lie in the door
congealed in crystallised oil.
Pink, sliced ham curls up in despair.

I peer at a cup ofsomething saved
who knows what – maybe white ofegg
separated from its yolk and
set aside to be whisked into dreamy swirls
ofsweet meringue.

My fridge reveals brown splashes and spills
once microscopic now macrobiotic.
They hang like stalactites
from the wire racks ofplastic.

Especially when cleaning out my fridge,
I see how my plans came to nothing.
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Orla McArt is an English teacher. She lives in Co. Leitrim. Recently, her work has been published in Crannóg, Boyne Berries, North WestWords, The Incubator and Ink Sweat andTears.
Anne Irwin lives in Galway. She studied English and Philosophy at U.C.G and is a practicing homeopath. Her poetry has been published in ROPES, Emerge Literary Magazine, Galway Review Anthology, Poetry Bus,
Skylight 47, Irish Left Review. Her poetry was shortlisted for Over the Edge 2013, long listed for WOW Words on the Waves competition 2013.

OrlaMcArt

FoodWars

At midnight he starts the burgers
in a frenzy ofmale domesticity
 
he yearns to nourish me
as he pummels and kneads
 
I eye the mound ofmince
stacked high like Queen Maeve’s
 
cairn atop Knocknarea, stray pebbles
ofonion cascading, jumping.
 
Tomorrow, I estimate, I must eat approximately
one sixth ofthis artificial hill.
 
The rogue suicidal particles are
now stuck firm. No resistance.
 
As I watch him divide and wrap
I hope for an appetite and peace.
 
For uneaten offerings cut deep
in this business ofgetting me well.
 
It’s a control thing, my mother says.
She’s done it since she was little.
 
I watch him sigh as he washes.
Great balloon hands crash

through gritty water and
I feel them push me down.

Anne Irwin

Night Taps on myWindow

I turn the lock
let the darkness in.
Through the crack in the curtains
see the stars above the rowan,
discarded clothes carpet the floor
silky in the glimmer ofmoonlight,
my birthday suit overgrown
soft rolls wrapped in sheets.

Dreams raw in my body
gnarl my stomach:
a defeated army
kneeling spread legged
towards the crumbling wall,
gentlemanly surrender, gracious victors.
A rapist, pleasant, smiles
a woman screams voiceless,
passers-by wave.

I listen to the creak ofthe house
watch the black leaves spin the sky,
smell the clear air waft
through the chiffon curtains
and wonder.

II

It’s past the equinox
shoes worn by the tick ofthe clock
desperate for Zen,
I try to be mindful, present.

A battle whispers in my head
‘pity to wash away the years,
beam robust into the future
dance with the scythe’.

I chip away the ringlets oftime
ancestral DNA
unpicking patterns raw to the bone,
find a skeleton greedy for flesh,
the couch under the window,
fire in the stove, stories,
things learned in the kitchen,
the smell ofbaking apples,
the comfort ofsleep.
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Rachel Coventry’s poetry has appeared in various journals includingCrannóg, Cyphers, Boyne Berries and Poetic Diversity. She was selected for the 2014 Poetry Ireland Introductions Series and was short-listed for the Cork
Literary Review Poetry Manuscript Competition in 2014.
Liz Quirke lives in Spiddal, Co Galway with her partner and daughter. Her poetry has appeared in Southword, Revival Literary Journal, The Stony Thursday Book, Boyne Berries, Skylight 47, The Galway Review and The
Poetry Bus.
Dagmar Drabent, originally from Germany, is an artist and therapist and at the moment is studying for a PhD in German Literature at NUI Galway.

Rachel Coventry

Words

I listened to her words
but could not take them in
being too full
ofcigarette smoke

too hemmed in
by other peoples’
conversations

I took them home
with me, her words,
and when I got them
into my room

their depth charges
went offone by one
muffled in the soft flesh
ofan un-violated abdomen.

Liz Quirke

Vacancy

I have this time when you are asleep
to scrawl my thoughts.

You are lodged into my shape,
a comfort from thigh to chest.

Your head rests above my heart
breathing timed with mine.

Hands and feet are in their holds.
Before you I didn’t know there was a gap.

I believed I claimed the space I was meant to.
When I relaxed I assumed my hollows held their own.

But there must have been a lack,
a vacancy that called to you.

Because you arrived and fitted into place,
into the arc ofmy body on this bed,

into the parts ofmy days
I didn’t know were empty.

Dagmar Drabent

Parents

My mother gave me my back
– it’s shrinking
 
My father gave me the mouth
which creases my chin when I smile
 
My mother gave me nerves that shriek
at every sight ofblood
 
My father gave me patience
 
My mother gave me darkness
on my thoughts
 
My father gave me brushes
to keep cobwebs out ofmy head
 
My mother gave ballast to my body
 
My father carried my worries
 
My mother gave me dreams
 
My father led me
over the ice with skinny arms
 
My mother left unfinished
 
My father kept going past his time
 
I buried both.
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Susanne Wawra is a German visual artist and poet based in Dublin. After working for a multinational business, she decided to swap a secure career for life as an artist. Even though English is not her mother tongue, it is her
preferred medium for poetry. Recent publications includeWeyfarers, Valve Journal, The Galway Review, Boyne Berries andThe GladRag.
Sean Smith has three loves in his life: his wife Carmel and son Noah, with whom he lives. His third love is Shamrock Rovers but he’s not allowed live with them. He has had poems published in Boyne Berries, The Poetry Bus
andWordlegs.

Susanne Wawra

Ibis

The sun goes down
On Walnut Avenue.
I sit in a rocking chair
On the wood-panelled
Veranda, smoking
Into the apricot sky.
The crickets and the
Birds are performing
An evening symphony.
I rock back and forth,
Wrapped in a towel,
After a shower rinsed
Offthe sweat and
Strain ofa long day.
The juicy green ofthe
Trees trickles down,
Wrapping me in a layer
Ofsoft luscious leaves.
Back and forth I rock
Gently, lightly, steadily,
So comforting, warming,
Like a motherly embrace.

Soon sleep will take over,
Carry me away through
The branches to sing with
The creatures. I am in a
Cradle, the crickets dance
With the leaves, my mother
Smokes a towel and the sun
Turns into a walnut. Back

And forth, back and forth.

Sean Smith

Rollins (1974, London)

Sonny takes his sax
for a stroll down Frith Street
segues into Ronnie Scott’s,
the sound

seeps out ofsweat-stained walls.
His solo,
straight, no chaser

strains
against the reed, slips the leash

and splits.
The tenor ofthe night,
a timbre ofrhyme;
emotion in flight
or held in check this time.
He stays
inside the note,

stills the tone
with a breath

until he
unleashes the rhythm, sets
it free and
loose,
a leaf
snatched up on a zephyr,

circumscribing
impossible geometric
shapes
until settled back down into the musical motif

ofa standard seeking solace.
Sonny takes his sax for a stroll …
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Boyne Writers Group
Under the
SPOTLIGHT:

When two of us discovered we
were secret writers we inserted

a notice in the local newspaper to
find others in the neighbourhood.
Four others responded and at a
meeting in the Castle Arch Hotel,
Trim on 8 March 2006 we formed the
Boyne Writers Group. Our aims were,
and still are, to provide a friendly
nurturing environment where writers
could read their work and receive
encouragement, understanding and
sensitive criticism.

The group has continued since
though membership has frequently
changed. At present we have twelve
members and the usual attendance at
our fortnightly meetings is in the
region ofseven.

We welcome new members
irrespective of what stage they are at
in their writing life or which genre
they write in. If some take themselves
too seriously we have those who will
bring them down to earth. If others
treat writing too flippantly we have
members who will remind them of its
importance. We also have a spelling /
grammar expert whose eagle eye
unerringly spots errors, though
members are inclined to ignore his
advice.

We encourage our writers to
submit to journals and competitions
and they have been published in
Poetry Ireland Review, The Shop,
Stony Thursday Book, Cyphers,
Crannóg, Revival and Skylight 47
among others. Members of the group
have won prizes in Boyle, Dromineer,
Fermoy, Francis Ledwidge and other
competitions and have had work
published in the Irish Independent’s
New Irish Writing, Meath Chronicle,
Sunday Independent, Ireland’s Own,
and featured on Sunday Miscellany.
One member has had plays

performed by the local drama group.
We considered publishing a

collection of our own work but
instead started a small twice-yearly
journal, Boyne Berries. Sixteen issues
have been published since 2007, each
including, in sixty or so pages,
members’ work alongside prose and
poetry from all over the world.
Michael Farry edited this journal
until autumn 2014 when Orla Fay
took over.

The launch of each issue has
become a highlight of the group’s
activities with contributors attending
from all over the country. One even
travelled all the way from Canada.
Issues have been launched by various
well-known figures, among them
Meath poet and publisher Peter
Fallon, novelist Noëlle Harrison,
Government Minister Noel Dempsey
and Professor Gregory Castle of
Arizona.

We received grants from Meath
County Council Arts Office towards
the cost of the first issue and of Issue
Ten which was a special celebratory
issue. Apart from that our activities
are funded by members’ own
fortnightly contributions.

We published four chapbooks of
our work, held workshops for our
members, organised Open Mic events
with invited guests and took part in
the annual Trim Swift Festival. We
also organised poetry events for the
Bealtaine Festival, Positive Ageing
Week and All-Ireland Poetry Day and
we conduct a weekly poetry reading
for residents of Knightsbridge
Nursing Home, Trim.

We still meet every fortnight in the
Castle Arch Hotel, Trim where our
most stringent rule is that as you
introduce your piece of writing, you
must not apologize!

Michael Farry

Ages

They used my honest face to fool him –
trouble with the timing belt, gearbox
and camshaft, a month’s labour at least –
in the hope that by then he would have
worsened, forgotten he had ever driven.
 
I saw my uncle take the wheels from
Grandad’s red ass cart, hang them
helpless in the cowshed, to halt our
weekly jaunts up the mountain road to
the top, to look across to the other side.
 
Today, in the supermarket car park
I braked just in time, millimetres from
the red Passat’s bumper. She blew the
horn, glared at me. In shock, I watched
her frown fade, her face fill with pity.

Read more about Boyne Berries literary journal at boyneberries.blogspot.ie/

Tom Dredge

viewing sean scully

what is he doing
with all those lines
a paradox ofparallels
euclid revisited
waves ofbroad strokes
lapping each quadrangle
are we looking in or
is something looking out
chinks along the soft edges
seeping air and light
his sparse alphabet splayed
in shades ofmystery
a simplicity perhaps
recalling airs ofbach
or even john lennon
at the exit i stop
to view one last piece
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Kevin Nolan is from Dublin. He has an Honours degree in Philosophy. His writing has appeared in Colony, The Galway Review, Bard, The Shine Newsletter, Skylight47, Studies, Decanto Magazine/ Anthology (UK) , The
Jack Kerouac Family Association News Letter, Yareah Magazine (Italy) . A singer/composer, Kevin's music has been played on RTÉ Radio and BBC 6 Music. His debut album is Fredrick &The Golden Dawn.
Alan Weadick has had poems in a variety of journals, both print and online, most recently in The Stony Thursday Book, The Burning Bush 2 and Cyphers. He has been a reader at Poetry Ireland's Introductions series (2013) .
His short story 'Floater' was broadcast on RTÉ Radio for the Francis McManus Short Story Competition. He lives in Dublin.
Fiona Farrellywas born and raised in County Kildare. She completed the MA in Writing course in NUI Galway in 2012. She has been published in the Ropes journal and the AbandonedDarlings Anthology.

Kevin Nolan

Nil-hue

Somewhere in a dark room
mists are mistaken
for spiders' webs
softly sifting through the air
in beautiful motion, like
those seahorses
lovingly negotiating the pull
and trusting language ofthe sea:
its deep shifting tides

a grimy underpaid
emigrant boy is printing yet
another copy ofFinnegan’s
Wake.

He’s never read a word
for his language
and the language ofJoyce
are very different.

On a break he exhausts
a cigarette
and traces the image
ofthe words
mysteriously
as ifreading braille

while back in the room
the wings ofa gallivanting blue-bottle
surreptitiously kiss
into
a drifting web.

AlanWeadick

Stripper

Safe, inside his slippery skin, to bask
in the perpetual summer oftheir eyes;
his audience kitted out year round
for going South and pouting
when the clouds stoop to pour.
He makes note ofthe way-stations
oftheir mounting excitement
pitched ever higher and wilder
toward a shaky, paused image
ofwhat is staring them in the face.
And thinks once more how sweet it is
to be so far out from under,
free from all that muck and toil
with its subterranean urgencies
barring his way to Enlightenment.
To have stifled it at long last
within him; that stark, scrawled
‘Sex’ that used to scurry across
the basement walls ofhome.

Fiona Farrelly

I am a Nihilist

Let me just say,
I don’t give a donkey’s what you do
or a horse about your troubles.
I couldn’t care less
about the man on the street
or the child in the ditch.
Flaming cars don’t bother me,
and neither do compound fractures,
or smoke levels in the atmosphere.
Newspapers are dirty rags
with which I don’t bother
because I like to stay clean.
At the first sign ofAnne Doyle
I take offmy glasses;
there’s no point in a word ofthe news.
I don’t care about
babies,
billions,
or corrupt bankers,
as long as I can have a scalding mug oftea.
And even then,
I could live without it.
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John Saunders’ first collection After the Accident was published in 2010. His poems have appeared in many poetry journals in Ireland, the United Kingdom and America and in numerous online journals. His second
collection Chancewas published in April 2013 by New Binary Press.
Tim Dwyer has recent publications in Boyne Berries, Burning Bush 2, North WestWords, Ropes 2014, Skylight 47 andWordlegs. He grew up in Brooklyn and lives in the Hudson Valley ofNew York State. His parents were
from Galway. He was featured reader at the March 2015 Over The Edge Reading in Galway.
Susanne Wawra is a German visual artist and poet based in Dublin. After working for a multinational business, she decided to swap a secure career for life as an artist. Even though English is not her mother tongue, it is her
preferred medium for poetry. Recent publications includeWeyfarers, Valve Journal, The Galway Review, Boyne Berries andThe GladRag.

John Saunders

Star

He sits at the table in gold
playing Solitaire
his eyes like an Arabian night,
teeth white as the fine china

cup oficed tea I serve.
He places a cheroot
in the silver ashtray,
greets me with a Hollywood smile

and drops a five pound note on my tray
as I back to the door.
I try to remember the title,
can only recollect an image

ofwinter and a train meandering
into the snowy distance.

Tim Dwyer

Life Cycles

Suddenly, toddlers and young families
have started appearing
throughout the neighborhood.
The evening meal complete, they gather
during their walks at dusk,
as small birds begin to flock
for the approaching Autumn flight.
I have become that pleasant,
anonymous older man
who lives on the corner ofWillow and Oak.

Rob Childers

The Poet’s Road

My landlady paints waves exploding in seascapes,
Galway hookers round and aggressive under burgundy sheets.

She fancies wool-capped farmers in Connemara,
gives them black and white dogs to move their sheep.

I conjure words as an act ofsharing
but often to dispel unwanted visions.

The lamb in the grass on the road to Galway,
neither grazing nor dozing.

The little black Scottie dog that launched skyward
from in front ofthe car I was following.

On the poet’s road,
stories ofdogs gone flying demand to be told,

and it’s then I envy my landlady’s brush.

BeautifulLosers by Susanne Wawra
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Deirdre Kearney, Omagh native and Galway blow-in, has published a first collection of poems Spiddal Pier (Lapwing Press) and her work appears in poetry magazines Skylight47, Crannóg, Cúirt, Ropes, Stinging Fly and
The SHop and in anthologies, Dogs Singing, The Clifden Anthology35. Deirdre was a featured reader in the Over the Edge series and has read at the John Hewitt 26th International Poetry Festival in Armagh.

Louis de Paor, academic, editor, poet and lyricist
was born in Cork in 1961 . Although raised in an

English-speaking household, he began writing poetry
in Irish when he was in his teens, poetry which he
claims was ‘terrible’. Nevertheless, some of his early
poems were published in Innti, the Irish language
poetry journal set up by Michael Davitt, who,
according to Poetry Ireland Review, along with fellow
poets Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill, Liam Ó Muirthile and
Gabriel Rosenstock, ‘succeeded in wresting poetry in
Irish away from the “tweeds and Fáinne” brigade
who had always linked the endeavour to political
ends.’

I meet Louis at the Centre for Irish Studies in
NUI Galway where we talk about his most recent
collection The Brindled Cat and the Nightingale’s
Tongue. The Irish-English bilingual edition is
published by Bloodaxe, quite a coup for a work in
both Irish and English. De Paor says ‘I prefer not to
publish my work bilingually in Ireland until the
poems have reached their first audience among Irish
speakers. The real or imagined reader is a sounding
board that enables the poem to resonate within the
acoustic of the language in which it is written.’
Working closely with Kevin Anderson, Biddy
Jenkinson and Mary O’Donoghue on English
translations of his work, de Paor says he wants his
poems ‘to speak as clearly as possible in their second
language, to exploit the full range of possibilities
available while remaining true to themselves.’

Louis de Paor is not a poet to sit on his laurels in
an ivory tower in the rarefied world of academia.
This is a man who is not afraid to step outside the
box, to utilise modern technologies to open the
world of poetry to a wider audience. He has
collaborated with musicians, artists and film makers
over the years. Music has always been important to

him, from a lifelong love of traditional Irish music
and song to a new-found appreciation of opera.
‘Collaborating with musicians can provide access to
an audience who might not go to a poetry reading
but are receptive to poems in the context ofa musical
performance. When you bring music and poetry
together, it allows the music and poem to speak to
each other and to speak to the audience in a very
different way. Songs and poems are very closely
related, especially in the Irish tradition where some
of the best poems are some of the best songs.’   His
2010 bilingual collection agus rud eile / and another
thing includes artwork by Kathleen Furey and a CD
with music by Ronan Browne on
uilleann pipes. He has recorded his
work accompanied again by Browne
and sean-nós singer Naisrín Elsafty
on a TEDx Galway filmed
performance. In 2006 Louis and
song-writer John Spillane released
The Gaelic Hit Factory to
widespread acclaim. He has
performed for An Glaoch, the
President’s call for the St Patrick’s
Day concert in 2013, and with
Brooklyn-based composer Dana
Lynn at the Irish Arts Center in
Hell’s Kitchen NYC.

Louis also co-wrote and
presented the documentary film An
dubh ina gheal / Assimilation
produced and directed by Paula
Kehoe. Two poems which feature in
the film in both Irish and English
are ‘An dubh ina gheal /
Assimilation’ and ‘Didjeridu’, with
accompaniment from Aboriginal
singer-songwriter Kev Carmody.
‘Nuair a d’fhuadaigh na póiliní a mhac, / d’fhágadar
rian a mbataí geala / ar a chabhail chéasta / is lorg a
mbróg tairní / buailte ar a bholg brúite.’ ‘When the
cops took his son, / their bright batons / left their
mark / on the father’s body, / the print of hobnailed
boots / on his bruised belly.’ The film, which won the
Radharc Award 2014, examines the fate of mixed
race Aboriginal children who were taken from their
families under Australia’s Aboriginal Assimilation
Policy and explores the relationship between
Aboriginal Australians and the Irish. In an interview
with Steve Galvin, Paula Kehoe says ‘These poems
have powerful things to say about indigenous
Australians. Yet, as ‘Didjeridu’ acknowledges, the
Gael, as a founding people in the story of white
Australia, were also complicit in the dispossession of
Aboriginal people. The fact that the poems were
written in Irish is crucial. When I explained to

contributors that the documentary would be bi-
lingual, half in ‘Gaelic’, they were much more open to
it. English is the language of the coloniser for both
the Irish and Aboriginal people, and certainly the
Aboriginal people I have spoken to have a very keen
awareness ofthose parallels.’

When we speak about language and the
importance of writing in a minority language, de
Paor says ‘Nearly every activist we spoke to
emphasised the importance of language for
detribalised Aboriginals to put them back in contact
with their own history prior to colonisation. There is
a sense of loss amongst themselves, that they did not

have their own tribal language, and they are
beginning to understand the importance of language
for identity.’ He recounts a chilling anecdote which
will resonate in Ireland of how children, removed
from their families and placed in mission schools,
were slapped for speaking their own language –
shades of the ‘tally stick’ or ‘bata scóir’ which
children attending school in post-Famine times had
to wear on a piece of string around their necks. Each
time they used Irish, a notch was cut into the stick.
At the end of the day, they would be punished
according to how many notches they had on their
stick.

We talk also about poetry in Australia and about
Aboriginal poets in particular. Louis says that he
greatly admires indigenous poet Lionel Fogarty ‘an
outstanding poet who uses, abuses, and even distorts
the English language to create ‘guerilla’ poetry,

________________________________________________________________________________________________

I mbun comhrá leis an sionnach fionn / In conversation with
Louis de Paor

Deirdre Kearney

Currently Director of the Centre for Irish Studies in NUI
Galway, Louis de Paor achieved a PhD in Modern Irish from
the National University of Ireland in 1986 for his thesis on
Máirtín Ó Cadhain. His published works include a
monograph on the work of Máirtín Ó Cadhain, Faoin
mblaoisc bheag sin: an aigneolaíocht i scéalta Mháirtín Ó
Cadhain (1991) , an anthology of twentieth century poetry in
Irish, Coiscéim na haoise seo (1991) co-edited with Seán Ó
Tuama, a bilingual edition of the selected poems of Máire
Mhac an tSaoi, An paróiste míorúilteach / the Miraculous
Parish (2011) and a critical edition of the selected poems of
Liam S Gógan, Míorúilt an chleite chaoin (2012) . His first
bilingual collection Aimsir Bhreicneach /FreckledWeatherwas
shortlisted for the Victorian Premier’s Award for Literary
Translation and he was awarded a Writer’s Fellowship by the
Australia Council in 1995. He was the recipient of the
Lawrence O’Shaughnessy Award 2000 and is a four-time
winner of the Seán Ó Ríordáin Award for the best collection
ofpoems in Irish at the annual Oireachtas literary awards.
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Dagmar Drabent, originally from Germany, is an artist and therapist and at the moment studying for a PhD in German Literature at NUI Galway.
Gráinne McHale is a writer and artist from Caherlistrane, Co. Galway. She graduated from GMIT with a BA in Fine Art in 2009 and is studying for an MA in Writing at NUIG. She is currently working on a poetry
chapbook and a novel.

poems which, for him, are part of a cultural
war against the hegemony of English
imperialism in Australia.’   De Paor considers
him a ‘fine poet, a polemical poet and an
activist as well.’ He cites also Mudrooroo –
Colin Thomas Johnson, a novelist, poet,
essayist and playwright, Archie Weller, an
Australian award-winning writer of novels,
short stories and screen plays and Oodgeroo
Noonuccal – Kath Walker, political activist,
artist and educator and campaigner for
Aboriginal rights. ‘It is very interesting from a
post-colonial perspective to see how these
poets use the English language and how many
indigenous Australians consider language loss
as second only to the loss of their land.’
Whilst anxious to not conflate the two
histories (Ireland and Aboriginal Australia) ,
he asserts that ‘there are parallels which we
would be foolish to ignore.’

When I ask whether he feels poetry is
marginalised in the publishing world, Louis
replies that he feels strongly that it is. ‘Poetry

is marginal and marginalised in contemporary
Irish culture. The gate-keepers, the
entrepreneurs in the cultural world, are not
persuaded of the claims of poetry to be
admitted centre stage. If you look at book
reviews in the main newspapers, ifyou look at
arts shows, regional and national, in both
Irish and in English, I would say that poetry is
poorly served. I think the cheer leading for
Irish prose is a little overdone while poetry, as
the Australian poet Dorothy Porter once said,
is handled as if it were stale fish. Poetry here
seems much more marginal now than it was
in the 1980s. Having said that, because poetry
is a marginalised form, it has a very tiny
readership, even in English, so that the
readership for Irish language poetry is not
significantly less than it is for most poets
writing in English. There is a small market
there that is quite stable and capable of
development, with a little effort.’

Gráinne McHale

Breathing Lake

Once I was driving at night
at a speed.
A big fump
and a body careened
into the ditch.
I didn’t think for a minute.
I stopped and was staring
at the crack in the glass.
 
Then I was standing over her,
my feet were sinking, getting wet.
The cheaply clad bulk ofher
had buckled my fender
and broken my watch.
 
I put my hand on her
and pulled up an arm.
The face.
A girl, about fourteen,
fat, short skirt,
hair snagged on a butterfly clip.
 
I ran my finger over her face,
touched the white ofan eye.
Her skin was soft,
teeth white and straight,
the orthodonist beaming from them.
 
I pulled her up by the collar;
she was dead heaviness.
Both ofus drowning
in the ugly weather.
She was ugly.
 
I’ll take her home and put her
in the guest room.
Ifshe wakes up
I’ll tell her she fell
and send her away.
I’ll drag her down into the woods. Downhill.
The red lake is rising up to meet us.
It winks at me,
gives me a rock.

Silent byDagmar Drabent
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Vinny Steed is a poet from Galway. He attends poetry workshops in Galway Arts Centre and has read at Over The Edge events. He has been published inThe Galway Review.
Colin Dardis is a poet, editor and freelance arts facilitator. He runs Poetry NI, and edits FourXFour Poetry Journal and Pen Points Press. His poems have been widely published in Ireland, the UK and the US.
MaryMelvin Geoghegan has four collections ofpoetry published, her last, Say it Like a Paragraph, in 2012 with Bradshaw Books, Cork. She is currently working on her next collectionThe Rest ofEverything.
Byron Beynon lives in Swansea, Wales. His work has appeared in several publications includingCyphers, Poetry Ireland Review, Kentucky Review, Poetry Wales, London Magazine and the human rights anthology In Protest
(University ofLondon and Keats House Poets) . His collections include Cuffs (Rack Press) ,Nocturne in Blue andHuman Shores (both by Lapwing Publications, Belfast) andThe EchoingCoastline (Agenda Editions) .

Vinny Steed

Hell Bent

I peer through the gallows, the rectangular wood
a frame to a picture ofan archaic, unruly town.
An apathetic mule bats a forlorn eyelash at the world.  
Cobblestones huddle together rattled into silence
as the lonely hangman’s noose
swings vacantly in the Atlantic breeze.

History is a stuttering fool hell bent
on spewing repetitious lines
that tell us how we are not so far
removed from public executions.

Let’s submerge these facts until they don’t exist.
Way down in the depths ofour subconscious tank.
As we paint our streets a high gloss
veneer ofvirtuousness, yearly, to ensure
the grime underneath is never exposed.   So no
dirt collects underneath our manicured fingernails.

Colin Dardis

Danse Macabre

So they danced, limbs liberated by alcohol,
jig ofthe free and the carefree;
ugly boots clomping on streets,
danced not dressed for dancing, impromptu,
their steps away from time, but with spirit,
and as more jittering bodies conjoined,
enough would fall into union.
Eurydice moving to the lyre.
Shiva attempting to destroy a universe
with his feet offire. The Pleiades
stormed as crazed birds amongst the stars.
Their revelry was born ofchaos
as Nyx watched on approvingly,
heavy with the twins ofAether and Hemera.

MaryMelvin Geoghegan

In Room 206

It was all so amazing
in the Reina Sofia in Madrid.
The architecture ofthe building
the glass, steel and reinforced concrete
colliding in a pleasing aesthetic.
And suddenly there’s Guernica
and I’m in the scream ofa woman
searching for a missing eyeball
while a severed nipple lies crushed
on the floor, negating all previous
impressions ofthe masterpiece.
More awful and compelling
as on the day the artist’s fury
first scythed through the pain.

Byron Beynon

The Cemetery at Père Lachaise, Paris

Here the famous guests are scattered
in funerary plots and calculated divisions,
with sculpture, some reminding me ofsentry-boxes,
ready and made to accommodate whole families.
During the hour or more
I stayed among the dead
I found the black and polished grave ofProust,
his name remembered in time and letters;
I searched for Balzac, Bizet,
and the young American 
Jim Morrison ofthe Doors.
Blind men! But who’s to say?
One by one the shadows disappeared.
At 89e Div 1-2 I saw
graffiti on Epstein's monument
to Oscar Wilde.
Oscar who? Someone had scrawled
in dark paint.
A gardener pointed
to Piaf's place,
smothered in flowers and notes,
as children from a school party
sketched Chopin’s marble face.
Nobody could disturb them,
they had completed their cycle
in a city touched by sunshine and dust,
where unknown visitors leave bouquets,
vulnerable petals that see in the light.
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Amy Blythe currently lives in Kildare, Ireland. She recently graduated from Queens University, Belfast with a Masters in Creative Writing, and has since found herselfworking in the accounts department ofa stationery firm
in Dublin. She has previously been published in Crannóg, StingingFly, The NewWriter and Pea River Journal.
Anne Tannam’s work has appeared or is forthcoming in Poetry IrelandReview, TheMoth, The Poetry Bus, Prairie Schooner, Literature Today and several anthologies. Take This Life, her first book ofpoetry, was published by
6th House in 2011 . Anne has performed her work at Electric Picnic, Cúirt and other festivals and is co-founder ofthe Dublin Writers’ Forum.
Maurice Devitt is a graduate ofthe MA in Poetry Studies at Mater Dei. He was most recently a runner-up in the Over-the-Edge New Writer ofthe Year Award.

AmyBlythe

The Orchard Girl

She slept in the orchard
with her feet tucked
into the mud
and her hands resting
beside fruit shaped
into day-moons.

She slept in the orchard,
having little time for the night,
preferring the tang
ofan un-poisoned apple
when she closed her eyes
against a heart-sun.

She slept in the orchard
content to ripen,
as her sky-white skin
blanched yellow
and her blood-red lips
flaked to black.

She slept in the orchard
and did not notice
as her body climbed
against the grove trees,
and her fingers palmed
into the dirt.

She slept in the orchard
as the ground anointed
her in cloying
harvest peel and left
her buried among the curling
roots and trapping soil.

Anne Tannam

Unfinished Business

On their wedding day his father said
‘I’ll forgive you everything ifyou do right by this girl,’
the unfinished education
the empty table setting at Christmas
the family name unpolished, unloved.

I never met my grandfather
a man who lived under the glare ofhis wife
but I remember my grandmother, a small woman
her mouth eternally disappointed with life.
Dad bringing us down to visit her
to the small dark house on Bulfin Road
where the furnishings took themselves too seriously.

In that same unfriendly house, I found a studio photograph
ofthe polished family; my grandfather, something familiar
in the way he’s leaning on the table,
my dad, a beautiful child about three years old
sitting beside his brothers and sisters and there,
my grandmother, upright and disapproving
staring into the camera, daring it to blink.

That blonde haired little boy
the man who loved his wife for sixty years
couldn’t wait to cycle home from work
gave up his wages every week
cooked the fry on Saturday mornings
polished our shoes, scrubbed our nails,
still wonders ifhe did enough
still wonders ifhe’s been forgiven.

Maurice Devitt

Family Ties

I busy myselfin the deep recesses
ofhousework, scuttle through
already spotless rooms,
as though the cut ofsilence
could usurp my defences,

send me flailing for the phone
to make that worried call
to a brother rowing solo
up the Amazon. The line is bad,
I can just about hear
the piranhas

chomping in the background,
while the morse code ofhis voice

crackles like a burning fuse.
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Rachael Hegarty is from Finglas. She is a poet, short story writer, RTÉ Living Word broadcaster. University Mass. Boston, Trinity College Dublin, currently doing a PhD in Creative Writing at Queens University. Poetry
widely published nationally and internationally. Winner Over the Edge New Writer ofthe Year (prose) and Francis Ledwidge Prize (poetry) , short listed for the Hennessey, Francis Mac Manus and Forward Prizes.
Brian Kirk is an award-winning poet and short story writer from Clondalkin, Dublin. He was selected for the Poetry Ireland Introductions series in 2013 and was highly commended in the Patrick Kavanagh Award 2014.
His poems have appeared in many journals and anthologies. He is a member ofthe Hibernian Poetry Workshop.
Denise Blake’s collections, Take a Deep Breath andHow to Spin Without GettingDizzy, are published by Summer Palace Press. She is a popular contributor to RTÉ Radio 1 's show, Sunday Miscellany. Denise read as part of
the Poetry Ireland Lunchtime Series ÓBhéal, Over the Edge and North West Words as well as many other readings around the country.

Rachael Hegarty

The Bonesetter’s Children

They would arrive at our house,
At all hours, day or night.
Banjaxed men with banjaxed bodies,
Their faces newly mapped by pain.

Our father met them with nothing
But a nod ofthe head and open door.
Living room furniture was shifted,
Younger children ushered upstairs.

The suffering man was laid down,
Bareback on cold pine boards.
Our father would douse his hands in poteen,
Rigourously rub the man’s shoulders, neck

Arms and sides. He’d tell the man to sit up
Gave him a drop ofthe hard stuffbefore
He turned him over. Our father’s hands
Thwacked against skin, flesh and blades ofbone.

Sometimes we were called in to help out.
My mother or us kids were asked to hold
Down the hips, dead still, steady the side
And told not to let those legs budge one inch.

Our father raised the man’s arm
In an arc over the throbbing head and
Hauled a shoulder back into its place.
We heard the distinctive click,

Heard the exact moment the body
Went limp with painless peace.

Some men laughed, some men cried.
But they all stood up to shake the hand
Ofthe man who delivered them
From a world ofbewildering pain.

There are days Dad, long auld days,
Wolves growl and paw the door,
Monkeys leap on our backs and
Your bone weary children fall into bed.

We pray, sleep, dream you return,
Set our shoulders straight and fix us.

Brian Kirk

Trinity

When I am dead you will not think ofme
save on those days when it is customary,
birthdays, anniversaries, solemn days
when you will be obliged to find new ways
to make my presence felt again – absent
though I’ll be. Fleetingly you’ll be content
to let me rise, a spectre from the past;
rueful that I will never see the last
rays ofthe sun at end ofday when all
my family – living and dead – lay down to fall
asleep in Christ or bed. Oh there was love
to spare albeit stored at one remove.
When I am dead I will be loved the most,
I will be father, son and holy ghost.

Denise Blake

Grattan Beach

He talks ofthe lighthouse, leads us to
the best part to find sandcastle sand.  
He knows this, is certain ofhis place
but couldn’t place us in the wider world.
We need water to build a proper castle,
as we slowly trek to distant saucered pools,
myselfand Noah and Jake the Pirate bucket.

The storm-swept beach is riddled with shells,
he stops to pick one different to the others.
He chooses another, and another and another,
with small stones all placed in my hand, for you.
Look at our footprints on the sand, how our
shuffling feet tracks. Wet sand leaves strong prints.
Look how the tiny fish dart through the puddles.

Way out in the bay four men are swimming
horizontally to the shore, he doesn’t notice them,
only those things within range ofhis knowledge.
Look at our shadows stretched out on the beach,
how they take small steps, how they also carry
a bucket between them, her hand beside his.
Look Noah, they are blended together. Always.
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Gaylord Brewer

Pyrenees Wild Iris

This entire month I’ve searched
the meadows for them,
a confirmation oftime
and memory. Twelve years spent.
Then, in the final days,
a cluster ofbuds in a ravine.

I should have let them be
and done no harm, but I couldn’t
help myself, could not:
I had to have them. I cut five
with my knife, wrapped
their wounds in a cloth wetted

in the stream. I’ve no taxonomy
to describe the reaching
upper petals, languorous tongues
oflower striped with yellow.
The intensity ofthe violet,
the orchid-like delicacy.

Suffice to say, they have opened
quickly in water, given
their slayer two days ofhappiness.
Now, on the third, I depart
and am unlikely to return. It is Sunday.
Nothing further is required.

The closet hangs empty, the bed
is stripped. The table, too,
is bare, except for this note
and a small glass offive wild iris
at the peak oftheir briefperfection,
which I leave for you.

Mary Lee

Secateurs

Having pruned
the bare branch
ofdogwood (knobbly
with immature buds)
she watched sap ooze
to the cutting point:

his ship’s ropes
uncoiled, tugged, loosed,
dropping the narrow
widening gap between
stone and steel
her and him

with a hiss and a slap.

Daniel Talamantes

Another

The heart, my friend, is a lonely sport.
Right when you’ve seen resolution, it’s water through fingers,
wisps ofsteam on breath clouding sight.

And here all the streetlights shine down, down
on the people every night. They aren’t here with you.
They’re laughing in restaurants and you wish you could
pull up a chair. They are sharing wine and beer on the riverside
and you wish you could share with them.

And you want someone to be there at the end ofevery block
waiting, but they just keep going. You want someone to be leaning on a wall in a bar
or to open the door to their home, but there are too many doors.

This is the darkest you are. Why couldn’t you
find them? Why not even right now?

Instead you’d rather sit alone
in an empty dim bar, where the din ofrain on the roof
cancels everything, and you light another
cigarette.
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Jean Folan

Priceless

How awkward I feel
at this art show opening;
chatter, cheese and wine.
I stand alone behind
a frosted glass screen
ofmy own creation.

I dimly see and hear
a tableau ofapparently
normal lives, while
my own ordered
existence, shattered
months ago, on his demise.

I am a blank black canvas,
framed, on public display.
No little red dot,
not even a ‘not for sale’
sign, just a priceless
tag, entitled ‘widow.’

Cathy Conlon

Lizzie

I had a child’s view ofher,
black stockinged legs
without shape ofcalfor ankle
at my grandmother’s hearth,
the fire shining in her laced-up shoes.
Balls ofwool from an old shopping bag,
and her tongue like the clappers
as she looped and purled.
Her needles took up the light,
flew like red spokes
in the garment cradling her lap.
She measured me
in the breadth ofher childless arms
and grew me a shawl the colour offlame.
Its touch to kindle her memory
to set old fires dancing.

Marion Cox

The Feel ofSalt

She took to walking;
no sneakers or wellingtons like the local wives,
she bought strong hiking boots to do it right.

Each day, she sips coffee at the old school desk outside.
Made for smaller limbs, she squeezes her thighs
onto the seat, inhales the stained smell ofmárla;
leaves her cup over the empty inkwell.
The white horse, moving in the marshy ferns,
eyes her as she turns down the lane
towards the bulky, brown mountains.

The stone wall, thin and crocheted by the light, whistled by the wind.
Caramel button mushrooms cluster on wet, earthy logs,
the last vegetation above the shore.
White water plumes high over Sceird Rocks,
clashing salty cymbals.
She jumps over clear pools lined
with tiny mussel shells,
layered beside clams sucking the tide.
Sand sticks to her wet boots,
grips on purple-wine seaweed,
brown kelp and squishy green fronds.

She takes a run at the steep hill
up to the graveyard,
panting as she slips through the turnstile,
A burst ofsunshine eases her cold body.
She is warmed by the rumblings ofearth underfoot;
ancestors’ stories in the broken ground,
shawled by grasses, moss and bog.
She wipes salt from the headstone.
‘Baby, born sleeping’.
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Rainer Maria Rilke, in Letters to a Young Poet,
wrote, ‘Perhaps all the dragons in our lives are

princesses who are only waiting to see us act, just
once, with beauty and courage.’ In his debut
collection, The Rain on Cruise’s Street, Edward
O’Dwyer presents a gallant display for his princesses.

While this collection ranges across several themes,
the strongest of these – the driving emotive engine –
is desire. This is embodied as man’s pursuit of
women, particularly the single-minded compulsions
of young men. In one of the first poems of the
collection, ‘The One Worry I Have With This
Book’, O’Dwyer confesses anxiety at the thought of
his parents reading his poetry and their realisation
that their son is a sexual being – ‘my lust will explode
drop by drop / … / a dam breaking within their
fingers / ... /where photographs of the child-me / are
still hanging – / portraits of innocence.’   He’s correct
– lust pours from this book.

Women, in all their forms and guises, exert a huge
influence on O’Dwyer’s poetry. They appear as the
unattainable temptations of teenage boys in ‘Poem
for a Beautiful Derrière’ (‘those voluptuous curves /
always still out of reach’) , while in ‘Rock Chick’ they
are self-pleasuring groupies (‘None of them realise /
that she’s really someplace else / far from their
wasted pleas, / that she’s really front-row-centre
now’) ; man is just another instrument to be played
to reach climax. While these poems suggest an
objectification, almost depersonalization of women,
this is nicely counterbalanced by their adoration

elsewhere – for example, in ‘Paradise’. Here, a woman
stands ‘cream-skinned naked’ not in Eden, but in the
fields ‘between Shannon Banks and Parteen’. The
speaker declares, ‘Yes, you really might have been Eve
today, / being yourself, no more, and somehow re-
making Paradise / intact again as an unbitten apple.’

Not only physical women make their presence felt;
the Muse herself appears – and she is far more
capricious and demanding. In ‘The Muse in Moskva’
she teasingly whispers poems ‘like sweet nothings’ in
his ear, leaving her devotee with a ‘pen throbbing /
for paper.’ In ‘Space’, the Muse – supremely confident
in her power over her ‘terrible lover’ – lets him ‘…
shake / little tantrums without her’, confident in the
knowledge that soon, he will ‘be back / down on
both knees / wanting, / craving her forgiveness, / pen
and paper / in outstretched hands.’

All this desire is handled well in individual poems.
However, when they are read together as part of a
collection, a slight tendency towards repetition
becomes apparent; for example, women are described
as ‘beautiful’ a tad too often (as ‘beautiful girls’ in
‘Playing Guitar’ and ‘Summer Thought’, and in ‘The
Joy Life Can Be’, there is reference to a ‘beautiful
girlfriend’) . The word ‘beautiful’ creates no image –
we are cheated out ofseeing what the poet sees.

The poems strengthen when describing what
happens after the flames of lust have burned away –
the ups and downs of relationships. One particularly
good poem on this topic is ‘Silence’. Here, O’Dwyer
encapsulates that terrifying stage of a relationship

where everything has already been said, and only
silence is left between a couple. All the ‘simple talk’
has ‘slipped out / without raising the barking of the
dog, / leaving them to each other.’

When the poetry moves even further away from
the heated preoccupations oflove and lust, it starts to
excel.   Loss and grief are excellently dealt with in ‘As
He Did’; the memory of a dead partner is an ever-
present entity that never leaves the side ofthe woman
in the poem, yet offers none of the benefits of her
lost companion. He ‘sits in the place where he sat /
across from her at the breakfast table, / but has never
poured coffee’. He ‘lays beside her as he lay, / yet gives
no kiss to her cheek’. ‘Keeping’ features another
woman held captive by loss. She cannot bear the
thought ofmoving away, of leaving ‘all the books he’d
read’ – books where ‘perhaps, flakes of skin are left /
behind, preserved as a leaf or a flower / may be
preserved’. ‘Pages Missing’ describes the loss of
memories, comparing them to the pages of a book
and ‘finding so many are missing, torn out’, as if they
were days ‘balled up, / tossed away / like bad poems.’  
The images throughout these poems are nuanced
and powerful, and show a real understanding of the
terrible costs levied by grief.

O’Dwyer exhibits flair when wrestling with tough
topics such as the above. Indeed, he may be best
served by disregarding Rilke’s advice, ignoring the
wiles of princesses and continuing to face the
dragons head on.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Wrestling Dragons and Princesses
A Review of The Rain on Cruise’s Street by Edward O’Dwyer

Ruth Quinlan

Noel King

Taller Trees

Visiting my then-life;
the cottage fails to view.

I shoulder bushes
to find the door,

rust flies from the keyhole,
a mouse ducks out between my feet
taking flight back to the field.

I knee the bolt and in I go,
Grandmother’s armchair is there,

Out ofit grows ivy and other greens.
Smashed windows have trees growing in.

Birds are on the beams, nesting, shitting

and where the crib was cornered
rats nest, raising their little ones.
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Breda Spaight 

Final Cut

The clash ofshovel against stone
carries from the haggard through the open
kitchen window, where you and I
watch television. Alone,
we take the men’s seats
beside the cream and black range, scent
ofbaked bread seeps from the oven.

Alone, we are women. You, forty-five,
seven months gone, and I, menstruating,
a Leaving Cert student, the first ofmy kind
from bog-ignorant Ireland.

The Mary Tyler Moore Show is on. With her career,
apartment, and, apparently, no man,
she is sheer pornography –
arousing rebellion and regret between us,
the fault line that oflast comely maiden
and first material girl.

I’ve not slit a hen’s neck, my legs flecked
with hot blood, a rite eclipsed when I stepped
onto the free school bus, unembellished by your world –
bar the memory ofyour knife-hand
pulling the faithful cut,
a violinist drawing the final note.

Breda Spaight

The Kitchen

Fussing around the giant hole
ofthe open hearth, dressed in layers ofblack
skirts and cardigans, my grandmother
on the threshold ofwitchhood, stirring and poking
a cauldron ofsomething we’ll eat later,
her herding arms saying, ‘I love you,
let me feed you,’ fostering a feeling
ofbeing in myselfas I wander
among sallow chairs embossed
with bluebells, delft decorated with glossy
otters or proud pheasants, the room
the pages ofa book – Mother and Father
a half-told story, a stillness heeded
by the used in me, in Grandmother’s shoulders,
a first instance ofsensing
that people are shell.

The Kiss byDagmar Drabent
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Deirdre Harnett

Strength Unappreciated

She never asked for icy days
in the middle ofsummer or

warm days in winter when she
wasn’t sure what life was.

She didn’t realise America
would stare at her front teeth

watching them collapse until they
overlapped and forced her to hide them

from her smile

the same way America
is now slowly drowning her

Irish accent so all that remains is
a twinge in her voice

which may soon be gone
from my ear.

No one told her three kids was too many.

She would eat seconds at dinner
a few spoons oftrifle and then

a whole loafofbread
still her metabolism
told her age was just

a number.

The day her daughter turned away
she didn’t know how to get her back.

The day she saw her son smoking a cigarette
she said it’s my fault.

The day her youngest child changed forever
she tried to carry him on her back.

And when she sees them now she wonders how they got here.
And when she sees them for Christmas she wonders if it was
a dream or a nightmare or a book she might’ve read once.
And when she sees them smile she wonders how she did it.

When asked ifshe is still in love
after all these years

a giggle escapes her lips
as she looks at her husband.

She gives out to him for losing the map
and driving through the wrong toll booth.

Then they pose for their pretend Vogue magazine
pictures on a family holiday

to their old home
across the sea.

She kisses him four times when the photographer laughs
and tells them

to pretend they like each other.
She rests her head on his shoulder and grins

while the wind blows her hair and
she never asked for anything more.

Clifton Redmond

Punishment

Sometimes we went to your house,
watched you as you lay in that fold up bed
a scrawny stranger looking at strangers
and rambled to dolls you brought home
from markets and gave names. We watched
as you cursed the ones who dared
to touch you, the ones who offered comfort.
Watched as you recalled, a life oflost love,
lost children, lost youth, talked in strange tongues.
It felt like needles in our eyes, those visits,
felt like we were inhumane, watching you;
watching the deterioration ofour gran;
watching as the words slipped away, one by one.
until one day against my will I went there
you reached out your bony fingers, and asked,
‘what the fuck are you doing here?’
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Where does the impulse to translate literature
come from? For me, the initial impulse, the

compulsion to translate a specific piece of work,
comes after reading poems that I really want to share
with other people – people who don’t read Spanish
but who I just ‘know’ would love this author’s work.
Once the actual process of translation begins, this
burst of expansive energy is rapidly followed by two
equally powerful sensations: the first, a sense of
responsibility to the original author (to do a good
job, to represent their style and idiosyncrasies as far
as possible) , and the second, an acute sense of risk.
The two are inseparable. What if I make a mess of it?
What ifmy translation misrepresents the author?

When I’m writing my own poetry I never have
such a strong sense of responsibility to myselfor such
a strong sense of risk. And that’s as it should be. If
people don’t like my work or don’t believe it’s
particularly good I can take it on the chin because
I’m not letting anyone else down. Risk and
responsibility, when it comes to translation, are an
unavoidable part of the process. For someone like me
who is not a gambler or risk-taker by nature, they
could become unbearable if they weren’t
counterbalanced by the sheer pleasure of getting
back in the sandpit of language, rolling up my sleeves
and messing around until I get it right – or as close to
‘right’ as I can live with.

Yes, there is tremendous satisfaction in resolving
that tricky cultural transference, in finding just the
right metaphor with a strong etymological match, or
that Eureka moment when I’m cooking or driving or
walking (rarely at the desk) when that expression
that has eluded me for weeks is suddenly there; the
moment the key engages in the lock and ‘click’,
something opens. Fundamentally, it’s about
remembering how to play. It requires
experimentation, endless processes of elimination,
trial and error, choices, more choices and decisions.
It requires the patience and doggedness of a child in

a sandpit with assorted shapes and sizes of plastic
containers who painstakingly measures the volume
and flow ofone element against another. What every
child understands and contemporary parenting finds
difficult to accept, is that without risk there can be
little satisfying play. It’s that relentless curiosity, the
‘what if’ impulse: What if I put this sand in my
mouth? What if I put these words in your mouth?
Sand, dirt, words. Real play is not for the
fainthearted.  

Of course, the element of risk is also present for
the author who hands their work over to a translator.
Some like to minimise that risk, giving regular
feedback to drafts, while others take a ‘hands off’
approach, entrusting their work to the translator’s
interpretation and ability. When I translated Manuel
Rivas’ poems I had access to both the original work
in Galician and his own versions in Spanish. At times
the structures and strengths of the Spanish could
highlight aspects of the poem that were less obvious
in the Galician and vice versa. My translations took
their cue primarily from the Galician, but in one case
I felt that I could render a better translation in
English by following the Spanish version. I contacted
Manuel to ask how he felt about it. Because he is a
writer who has a real appreciation of the importance
of play, his response was to climb into the sandpit
with me, and write a new version of the poem in
Galician! None ofwhich made my job any easier as a
translator, as I was now starting from scratch with a
new poem, but it was fun. Author and translator
were part ofthe same, ongoing, creative continuum.

Recent events have given me cause to reflect on
other kinds of risk. My mind goes back to the fatwa
issued against Salman Rushdie in 1989 by (the)
Ayatollah Khomeini after the publication of The
Satanic Verses. Rushdie has survived, but in 1991 ,
Hitoshi Igarashi, his Japanese translator, was stabbed
to death and Ettore Capriolo, his Italian translator,
seriously injured in a knife attack. In 1993 his

Norwegian publisher, William Nygaard, was shot
and injured, and Aziz Nesin, his Turkish translator,
was the target of the Silvas massacre in Turkey where
37 people died.  

This brings me to a much more serious response to
my initial question: where does the impulse to
translate come from? It’s a response that is
inseparable from a whole socio-political value-system
and stems from the need to stay open to outside
influences, other voices, other cultures. We know
that the Anglophone world translates less than any
other economically developed linguistic community.
We know that this reflects a warped and
unwarranted sense of cultural superiority (see
Lawrence Venuti, 1995, among others) . Yes, thanks
to the legacy of British expansionism we have access
to an extraordinary wealth of English language
literatures from Ireland, Britain, North America,
India, Africa, Australia and New Zealand. But is this
enough? Should our curiosity about people and the
world we live in be hemmed in by linguistic
boundaries? Where will we end up if we stop
translating and reading each other? We have known
since the Rushdie affair that there is no possible
defence against literalism. The challenge is this: how
do we ensure protection for publishers, writers and
translators without entering into self-censorship? Are
we already living in an era of subtle editorial
censorship? What if this practice were internalised
by translators? Will we end up in a position where all
translations read as though they were penned in
accordance with the unwritten norms of North
American political correctness? We rely on the
translator more than we realise for genuine cultural
dialogue that delves deeper than the sound-bite and
the survival lingo of global tourism. What if? It’s a
serious game.

 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Playing In The Sandpit: Translation And Risk
Lorna Shaughnessy
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Gráinne Tobin

WeWish to Evoke a Sense ofthe Authentic
Masson Mills, Cromford, Derbyshire

Deep Water OneWay Only
a hundred lights keep busy on the weir
as in the darker nights ofeighteen-forty

ladybirds overwintering on the Danger sign
since Arkwright brought his horse in out ofthe rain
and cotton bales came cheap from the Americas

Push Open The Double Doors
to a stalactite cave ofbobbins and spindles
hung with six thousand eight hundred and forty samples

and find your foothold among spilling sacks
think ofDziga Vertov Rumplestiltskin
or the clutter ofex-votos at a shrine

ExitTo The Riverbank
where boilers set their faces like masks oftruth
fanned frown-lines on their foreheads
the round eyes oftinderbox dogs
Moloch-mouths greedy for children

Some Objects Are Dangerous Take Care
to complicate your tour we have displayed
found objects on a theme ofmanufacture
metal troughs with battered lips
rusty forceps cleaver and spade

a single tiny boot may make you pause
but this child’s clog was not found here

No Access to the Past Beyond this Point

Patrick Devaney

‘Humanity Dick’ Martin

Now that many ofmy heroes’ flames burn low,
I’ll try, here in Tígh Neachtain, your townhouse,
to enumerate your various credentials:
actor, duelist, MP, exiled bankrupt,
a short, thick-set firebrand with compassion.

‘Hairtrigger Dick’, ‘King ofConnemara’,
you were a dangerous man to challenge
but Theobald Wolfe Tone, whom you employed
to tutor those teenage half-brothers,
was said to have become your spouse’s lover.

And, yet, you later had the satisfaction
ofsuing her Parisian paramour
on a charge of ‘criminal conversation’,
then tossing the ten thousand pounds awarded
to beggars from your carriage window.

Well, that at least is what’s been written,
then, years later, you were mistakenly lampooned
for taking a beaten donkey into court,
but, despite the supercilious laughter,
George the Fourth gave you that crowning nickname.

By most accounts then, you were a mixture
Ofprogressive thinker and upper-class buffoon;
you even acted the stage Irishman
inside the English House ofCommons,
amusing MPs with a put-on brogue.

But that was just a clever stratagem
to disarm those condescending critics
ofcivil rights, Catholic Emancipation;
it also helped in your supreme achievement,
curbing man’s abuse ofpoor, dumb animals.

This evening, in your natal ‘city ofthe tribes’,
I think ofyou, an exile in Boulogne,
still confronting man’s innate brutality
and raise my glass to you, wild Connemara king:
‘Slán agus beannacht, farewell and a blessing.’
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Dear Anon,

I hope you’re sitting uncomfortably because I am: I
always feel a bit strange when I give another writer
detailed feedback on one of their poems. I’m aware
that most of what I’m really doing is saying ‘this is
how I would have written it’ or ‘this is what I’d do
here’. And some writers have such a different way of
working and such different intentions for their
poems that it’s a bit like a baker looking at a fruitcake
and saying ‘this could be turned into an excellent
loaf’ (I’m obviously being too influenced by the
subject of your poem, here!) . All the same, I think it
can be very useful to get the ‘this is how I’d do it’
treatment because it can make you look at your work
afresh after all the claustrophobic closeness of the
editing process.

In terms of my own work, I always like to know
what criticisms might be levelled at my poem. It may
be that I choose to take those risks because of other
things I’m aiming for with the writing, but it’s always
helpful to know. I remember one poem in my first
collection that some of the people I trust with my
poetry thought was a bit cheesy or schmaltzy. I
decided in the end that I was willing to walk that line
because of the message I wanted the poem to convey,
but being aware of the possible problems made me
edit the poem in a more clear-sighted way all the
same.

Anon:
I agree wholeheartedly with Helen on this – the
value of releasing poetry drafts to trusted readers
or workshop group for critiquing cannot be
overstated. Much of my own poetry is written
about personal emotions and family, and it is far
too easy to slip into the maudlin when trying to
describe something we feel strongly about.
Achieving the objective distance needed for
clear-headed self-editing can be supremely

difficult – and this is why we need others, who
don’t have the same level of investment in the
work.

Helen:
I don’t mention any of this because I’m about to be
really critical ofyour poem, I just thought it might be
useful to know how I think about the process of
editing my own work and showing it to other people.
Now, let’s turn to the interesting stuff ...

I was really drawn to this poem because of its great
first line, that simple but striking image of the oven
having ‘breath’. To me, that’s the best kind of
metaphor: clear but interesting, convincing but
original. It’s one of those images that makes you look
at something and wonder ‘why didn’t I think of it
like that before?’. It made me hanker for a bit more of
this kind ofimagery in the rest ofthe poem.

This piece is beautifully understated. Each
description is precise, yet the subject of the poem is
observed with a gentle compassion. I loved the
‘scattered flurries of flour’, the reference to Turkish
baths and all the other small details that make it so
vivid, make us feel as if we’re there in the room.
There’s something very intimate about it.

Having said that this is beautifully understated, I
think it could benefit from even more concision to
bring out its emotional subtlety. The old dictum of
‘show not tell’ is a clumsy way ofputting things really,
but I just wondered if there were a few places here
where you were telling us things we could infer. For
example, in the first stanza I didn’t know if ‘she’s
baking bread again’ was really necessary – we can
guess this from the oven in the first stanza and the
list of ingredients that follow, even if you disregard
the clue of the poem’s title. It’s nice for the reader to
feel like they’re doing a bit of detective work. I
enjoyed the lists in the poem but wondered if every
single word was necessary, if each was carrying equal
weight.

Anon:
I have removed that line about baking bread
again now as it was indeed telling rather than
showing – I had added it before primarily to
increase the stanza to four lines and for the sake
of the rhythm in general. I have also shortened
the lists. This actually freed up real estate in the
poem to add more critical details instead.

Helen:
The more I thought about making cuts to this poem,
the more I wondered whether it might be an
interesting exercise to try putting this into three line
stanzas instead of four? Of course, this is a bit

Soda Bread

The oven breath is hot, the
windows steamed and dripping,
our kitchen transforms to hammam –
she’s baking bread again.
 
She lays oilcloth on the table,
mixing bowls and wooden spoons,
wholemeal, white flour, wheatgerm,
bread soda, bran, and buttermilk.
 
As she pours and stirs
the wet into the dry,
scattered flurries offlour
ride thermals round the room.
 
Scooped out and dusted down
the ball ofdough relaxes
before she braces her hands
to palm and knuckle it flat.
 
We hear the dull thudding
as she punches and kneads,
folding edges until it’s done –
elastic, speckled, silken.
 
Through amber stains
on the oven door, we watch
crusts rise and harden, golden,
inhaling the true smell ofour mother.
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artificial, but it might make you think differently
about which details are really necessary, which ones
are essential and which add an element of repetition.
It might be worth a go: you can always put it back
into quatrains again.

Anon:
An interesting suggestion. I have changed the
stanzas to three lines each and made use of run-
on lines to keep with that structure. I think it
works better this way – but I may change it again
in the future. This is one change I am as yet
undecided about.

Helen:
The first stanza has a beautiful immediacy that I
missed a bit in some of the later writing, and I did
think about changing ‘to palm and knuckle it flat’ in
the fourth stanza to ‘palming, knuckling it flat’.
There’s something so much more immediate about
present participle words. I thought this might
introduce a bit of variation into the rhythm of the
poem too.

Anon:
I am going to disagree with this change, simply
because whenever I try and say ‘palming,
knuckling it’ out loud, I stumble a bit.

Helen:
For me, this poem really takes off in the last line –
‘inhaling the true scent of our mother’. That line
shifts the focus of the whole piece and really brings
the implied relationship to the fore. I wondered if
some sense of the ‘we’ mentioned in the penultimate
stanza could be woven through the whole poem
rather than it all resting on that ending. Is there a
way ofhinting at the family relationship earlier on? I
think Paul Muldoon’s poem ‘Cuba’ is a brilliant
example of how you can make an ordinary family
incident in the kitchen resonate with things far
beyond it, and though it’s very different from this
poem I thought it might be an interesting piece to
read when you go back to ‘Soda Bread’.

I suppose I’m saying that because in some ways
this beautifully-observed poem left me wanting
more. I wondered if it had spent too long describing
the bread and avoided the real subject for too long,
the presence and importance of the mother. We all
do this, of course: sometimes you have to write about
something by writing about something else. But,
equally, that can be a prompt to mind the subject
matter a bit more fully and ask what a poem is really
about, whether that’s being conveyed to the reader.

Soda Bread

The oven breath is hot, the
windows steamed and dripping –
our kitchen is transformed to hammam.
 
With one eye on small novices skulking by the door,
she lays oilcloth and ingredients on the table and
the sourness ofbuttermilk sharpens the air
 
as she pours and stirs the wet into the dry.
Scattered flurries offlour ride thermals round the room,
sifting down to frost her dark curls, our reaching fingers.
 
Scooped out and dusted lightly, the dough relaxes –
before she braces her hands to palm and knuckle it,
again and again, the pace ofall our breathing
 
quickening to match the rhythm she is beating.
Arms corded by the pounding ofa thousand loaves,
she folds and flattens until it surrenders – elastic, speckled, silken.
 
Through amber stains on the oven door,
we watch crusts rise and harden, golden,
inhaling the true smell ofour mother.

Anon:
This was the hardest bit of feedback to address in the poem but I think gets to the nub of the issues I
had been having with it. There was indeed a distance from the subject matter but I was not sure how
to resolve without breaking the entire poem. After reading Helen’s advice, I decided to take that risk
and this resulted in quite a lot of changes. I have brought the children in earlier on, which I hope
adds some nuance and weight to the relationship. I have also worked to bring more immediacy into
the later stanzas through the use of small physical details – for example, the ‘reaching fingers’ and
the frosted ‘dark curls’. I am hoping that these little images will help to crystallise the scene for the
reader. I didn’t want to mention the word ‘mother’ before the last line as I wanted it to belong to her
alone. The word ‘mother’ has such personal connotations I wanted to reserve it so that it could pack a
punch at the very end.

Helen:
I really enjoyed having the chance to read and savour this piece of writing. I hope some of my comments
might be things that are helpful to think about, even if they don’t match your original intentions or the way
you see the poem.

Helen Mort



RuthQuinlan

Home for the Holidays

We return there seldom now,
only Christmas and Easter –
religious holidays an excuse to gather
and ignore the chimed appeals
ofour half-filled parish church

In carloads we arrive and clutch our coats
against the reproach ofthe front door, then
stamp our feet and huffon fingers in the hallway,
scattering the playful ghosts ofchildhood selves

We fling open windows and doors,
airing the house in gulping draughts,
allowing it to breathe and break
the fragile seals woven by spiders
jealously squatting in our absence

The house inhales us, in through the chimney
and out through the gaping back door,
creaking its recognition ofthe familiar niches
and grooves we are already settling back into
 
It ushers us gently into the kitchen
where we scald the pot for the first cup oftea
and gratefully discard the decades to
kick each other under the table and
have entire conversations with just one word
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